PRESUPPOSITIONS
FOR QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
Sunnie D. Kidd
To understand how people live in the world we need to disclose the
presuppositions in our thinking and acting. One’s current understanding
depends upon one’s presuppositions. Meaning presupposes the person, a
who that exists. Any interpretation of the human being implies a
metaphysics and a phenomenological approach which allows access to
description of who one is and what it means and how that meaning came to
be mine, would be integral.
Presuppositions:
1)

The person is an existing being whose meaning is constituted through
personal experience, choice and action.

2)

The reflexive function of consciousness precedes temporally and is
the primordial ground for the reflective function of consciousness.
This means that intentionality and the reflective function of
consciousness rest upon the reflexive function of consciousness.

3)

Meanings are imbued with value and reveal subjectivity into
objectivity.

4)

Transcendence, both vertical, toward the cosmos and horizontal,
toward others, is essential for understanding how the meaning of self
is constituted through choice and action. The integral aspects of
vertical/horizontal transcendence is on four fronts, it is quadrilateral.

5)

Intuition, as the reflexive function of consciousness, by an effort of
attention, transcends the subjective/objective dimensions of personal
self and meaning.

6)

The non-transferability of being, the irreducibility of experience and
the primacy of the intransitive over the transitive of the human being
reveals that a philosophy of being and a philosophy of consciousness
mutually affirm one another.

Amplification of Presuppositions
1)
The description of self-in-action, not only as a being but being as
person, is a metaphysical description. Beginning with the person brings to
the forefront the significance of personal meaning and its inextricable
relation to choice and action. This presumes dynamic movements. If one is
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revealed as one’s own self through one’s own experience then the dynamic
aspects disclosed in choice are revealed as an integral unity of direction in
self-meaning and its constitution. Choices which constitute personal
meaning are mine. In turn this reveals the valuing activity of a person as
choices arise from living in a social context. Personal, social and universal
values are imbued in experience and meaning.
One both constitutes and reveals oneself as who and what one is
through choice and action. This re-turns to and is founded upon the meaning
of human subjectivity in the metaphysical. One outcome of beginning with
the metaphysical ground of human subjectivity is that it is viewed as
transphenomenal rather than extra-phenomenal. Describing the integral
aspects of experience opens a way to understand one’s own self as one
constitutes oneself and simultaneously reveals oneself to others. The human
being is not a static being nor understood once and for all but is continuously
moving and acting toward further understanding.
This describes the condition for the possibility of an immediate given
in experience. With phenomenological description, the dynamic aspects in
the emergence of personal meaning through choice and action presupposes a
metaphysical assumption, one which reveals how self-meaning constitution
through action is in being. As Pierre Thévenaz says:
It will no longer be a question of the philosopher looking
elsewhere, of fleeing towards the beyond, towards that which is
outside and above, but of returning towards the interior and
towards what is this-side.1
2)
Henri Bergson2 calls for the primordality of the intuitive, what
Thévenaz3 calls the reflexive function of consciousness. The primordial
function of consciousness is the reflexive rather than the reflective. The
reflexive is immediate, an intensification of consciousness. The reflective is
mediate, a recuperating consciousness. The reflexive is a centripetal
movement, a constituting power more original than intentionality. The
reflective is a centrifugal movement. The reflexive describes how, in
experience, meaning moves toward the person in that person’s turning
toward it. The reflective in a complementary movement, describes how, in
experience, meaning moves toward the person in that person’s re-turning
toward it.
These distinctions, not separations, between the two functions of
consciousness, describe a movement whereby self-meaning is found at the
same time as its self-constitution and describes the human being in its
beingness. It displays how a person, who turning toward meaning presented
in the world, chooses an action and in so choosing, discovers and conserves
the meaning of the world. The meaning of the world presents itself to the
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person, in its availability for the self who is turning toward its possibility in
receptivity. Amplification of consciousness is a dilating reflexion. In
reflection, the person recuperates experience and verifies meaning. It is a reliving of an already-existing understanding of self and world.
Reversing the order, the primordality of the functions of
consciousness can be found both in Eastern and Western thought. Selfwitnessing is the reflexive function of consciousness and rewitnessing is the
reflective function of consciousness. Self-witnessing is assuring and
rewitnessing is reassuring. For the Chinese hsin, meaning both heart and
mind, is integral. Heart is the reflexive, mind is the reflective. Neither exists
without the other and although not the same are inextricably one. William
James once said:
Since the heart can thus wall out the ultimate irrationality which
the head ascertains…its procedure into a systematized method
would be a philosophic achievement of first-rate importance.4
3)
Considering the human being from the metaphysical view provides
access to higher, deeper and wider dimensions of experience and meaning. It
is possible to discover the integral meaning of self through the inescapable
presence and meaning of others. In this movement, personal meaning is both
constituted and revealed as intersubjectivity, the beingness of others. Values
then are primordial to the meaning of the human being, as person.
The unavoidable presence of objective values is recognized as
constitutive. In experience, meanings are imbued with value and reveal
subjectivity into objectivity. Values by choice reveal the unique human
potential for experiences of transcendence. In both the subjective/objective
dimensions, human valuing is foundational to personal meaning-in-action.
For Thévenaz:
The phenomenological method thus permits pushing on
simultaneously and with one movement towards the roots of
subjectivity and the foundation of the objective world.5
4)
The experience of transcendence toward the cosmos is vertical while
the experience of transcendence beyond one’s own being toward the
beingness of others is horizontal. Not only does the constitution of a
personal self develop and gain clarity through one’s relations with others but
through personal meaning. This is described in one’s relation to the beyond.
Transcendence simultaneously reveals who and what one is. The
integral aspects of vertical/horizontal transcendence is on four fronts, it is
quadrilateral. This quadrilateral movement is the disclosure of a foundation
for ethics and morality. It re-turns the meaning of choice-in-action to the
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ground of shared human values, to the meaning of being a human being, a
person.
Intersubjectivity is the fundamental ground for subjectivity and is
most evident in moments where a personal self is revealed to itself in selfmeaning constitution. A method which does not include reference to the
quadrilateral movement of vertical/horizontal transcendence devalues and
truncates the vitality and spontaneity of human experience. Transcendence,
understood as a dynamic movement of human experience, constitutes selfmeaning in the metaphysical.
5)
The irreducible nature of experience is not only what one reveals
oneself to be but what experience means in one’s understanding of self-inrelation to the objective world, an integral understanding of the who and
what of one’s own being. This establishes a bridge across the
subjective/objective dimensions of experience. Thereby, two opposites are
transcended by the immediate presence of self-in-relation-to-self and self-inrelation-to-the-world. The self-meaning constitution available in experience
arises and coalesces transcending opposites. Although distinctions can be
presented it is impossible to separate or isolate either function of
consciousness. The complementary functions of consciousness, the
reflexive/reflective, reveal an immediate and conceptual way in which the
human being thinks and is in its beingness. The primacy of what Thévenaz
has described as the centripetal movement of the reflexive consciousness is
fundamental to achieve any adequate understanding of the nature of the
human being.
6)
To understand that which is primordial, as something which is
irreducible one must, in some way, gain access to its integral nature of
being. Consciousness does not operate separately in one or the other
dimension it works harmoniously to form a melody.
The integral nature of personal experience as subjectivity is revealed
as that which constitutes being in its beingness. The experience of one’s own
personal subjectivity is metaphysical subjectivity and experience with others
is metaphysical intersubjectivity.
If the enduring qualities of experience with the values which guide the
self-meaning constitution of immediate experience are considered, it can be
seen that the transitive and temporary influence gives way to meaning which
remains through time. The temporality of experience, the immediate,
established by the reflexive function of consciousness, intuitively puts a
person, who, in touch with values, what, one stands for. Intuition, says
Bergson, “can place itself within the mobile reality, and adopt its ceaselessly
changing direction.”6 The irreducible nature of experience demands that
what a person experiences is given to that person as meaning and is integral
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to being. For Bergson:
Thought ordinarily pictures to itself the new as a new
arrangement of pre-existing elements; nothing is ever lost for it,
nothing is ever created. Intuition…perceives in it an
uninterrupted continuity of unforeseeable novelty; it sees, it
knows that the mind draws from itself more than it has.7
The irreducibility of one’s own being is experienced prior to the
reflective. This indicates that one’s own being and experience are nontransferable. The primacy of the reflexive to the reflective reveals the
immediate and uniqueness of experience. This is re-affirmed by the
irreducibility and primacy of the intransitive to the transitive. It provides
direct access to self-meaning constitution, through choice-in-action.
This view of the human being reveals a person as intuitively turning
toward meaning in openness. Bergson’s work on intuition describes how it is
possible, through an effort of attention, to display a reversal in the
commonly accepted direction or flow of thought. Immediate experience can
be brought into the presence of itself. With the primacy of the reflexive
function of consciousness, says Bergson, “in this way it will attain to fluid
concepts, capable of following reality.”8 In this way there is an immediate
experience of self as reality itself. This is immediate as one can be present to
the moment of action through which the personal meaning of self is being
constituted.
Reflective Synthesis
This approach utilizes metaphysics as ground and phenomenological
description to open qualitative dimensions of human experience for
investigation. Although phenomenological description provides access to
questions regarding the meaning of human experience, it falls short of
achieving any comprehensive understanding of how values, which are
primordial to personal choice and action, are imbued in experience. Values
are objective and provide unity of direction to action, they can be brought
forth only by an appeal to metaphysics.
In the ontological, amidst the flow of being, things persist. The
structure is the process of consciousness. It vanishes in its own end. The
structure depends upon the assuring consciousness which is the function of
self-witnessing. It persists within one’s temporality. Intentionality is located
within the horizons of the reflexive, self-witnessing. This is staying-with the
integral meaning of experience as it is lived. It goes beyond any reduction of
experience to structural conceptions of the person.
The nature of the human being, in this approach, is described as a
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person who, through experience, is one of choice and action. Choices
constitute personal meaning and value which arise from living in a social
context. Self-witnessing is a centripetal movement, a constituting power
more original than intentionality. The reflective is a centrifugal movement.
Meanings are imbued with value and reveal subjectivity into objectivity.
Transcendence, as a dynamic movement of human experience, constitutes
self-meaning of choice-in-action to the ground of shared values. This is a
quadrilateral movement of experience. Intuition transcends the subjective/
objective dimensions of experience. This is transcending opposites.
Consciousness does not work separately in one or the other dimension but in
harmony. The irreducibility of one’s own being is experienced prior to the
reflective. The primacy of the intransitive to the transitive of the human
being provides direct access to self-meaning constitution. This indicates that
a philosophy of being and a philosophy of consciousness mutually affirm
one another.
This approach displays the sustaining, expanding, uniting unity of
direction in an unbroken flow as dynamic movements. Beginning with
presuppositions, amplification of presuppositions and then a reflective
synthesis is a continuous movement. For qualitative research one would
begin with experiential expressions, amplification of themes and then a
reflective synthesis in a continuous movement.
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